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A CROWNING SUCCESS

Mi
Saturday, July

CELEBRATION IS BIG

CAM
No. 24

8, 1911.

"

SUCCESS"

Mike Miller, prominent citizen
The coronation of King George
at!
races,
horse
o'clock
1911,
Independence
Day,
five,
to
with,
of
Mosquer, and well known over
a
considered
and Queen Mary is
history
busting
and
and
Roy
races
bronco
passed
has
into
burro
the
Territory, died at his home
success, but to speak the truth
was
will
program
sportá
memories
that
the
pleasant
After
in'
left
July 5th., at 5 p.
Mosquero,
the ball given by 'the Ladies'
great
present
the
track,
minds
at
race
the
over
the
of
m. of a complication of kidney
Primrose Progressive Circle on abide in the
off and stomach trouble, age 46 years
pulled
wrestling
of
contest
was"
plans
The
the
generation.
one.
greater
July 4th was a much
'the celebration at Tvler's corral. TFie prelimi and 9 days.
Not only Was it a financial big promoters of
and a very nary boxing bout between Al.
out
were
carried
Deceased was a native of Union
thing, but socially it was crownwas
a
Olen
Leach
people
of
and
Hanson
from
gathering
large
pulled
New 'Mexico, and has
County,
ever
ed the biggest success
wrest
the
and
very
towns,
one,
clever
farmers
surrounding
the
spent his whole life in this vicini
on in this lively city. There
Olsen
Young
and
mesa
between
ranch
all
ing
match
the
over
from
ty. He was widely and favorawere ladies and gentlemen from
every town and city within a ra ers from the canyons were here of St. Louis, and Emil Domenick bly known and leaves a vyife and
of Dawson, was pronounced by two children to mourn the loss of
enjoy the occasion.
dius of seventy miles, and not to
The early morning was quiet, those who know the sport as one a kind and indulgent husband
one was heard to give a dissent
at 10 a. m. the crowd was of the cleverest, fiercest and and father. He was deputy sher
but
ing voice in regard to the time
they spent tripping the light fan gathered and the program of pa most scientific matches ever iff of Union County and has filled
oratory was pulled off in the territory. Both many offices of public trust.
tastic to the fine music that was triotic music and
attractively
decor are professional wrestlers, and
an
given
from
furnished by Messrs. Hanson
Deceased has been in bad health
great difference in
despite
on
of
the
the
corner
platform
ated
refreshments
The
and Smith.
for "several months but has been
size, Olsen being á heavyweight
were served tastefully and were Main and Third streets.
improving in health of late and
middleweight,
enjoyed by all through the entire Prof. W. G.' Johnson presided and Domenick a
was arranging to go to a hospi
evenly
very
they
matched
were
cordial
eloquent
and
most
a
and
dance.
tal in Trinidad, Colorado, for an
called for Olsen to
agreement
delivered
welcoming
was
address
The
flag,
the
for
contest
When the
operation, but death came sud
in
which was donated by the La by Hon. W. Frank Walkowiak throw Domenick three times an denly and cut short his plans.
dies' Primrose Progressive Cir which left no doubt in the minds hour. He accomplished two falls, The sympathy of a very larg com
too
r.le. was decided it was found of our guests that the town was but the little Austrian was
munity of friends is freely ex
tuat Alfonso Lucero was the their's for the day at least. Miss quick and strong at the finish, tended to the bereaved family.
holder of the luckv number, and Rotnine aided with the music and won the prize. A large
The funeral was held at Mos
with the cornet, with which in crowd witnessed the contest, and
he carried off the same.
Thursday, July ,6th., at 2 '
quero,
The ladies wish to thank one strument she is an artist of all were highly pleased, with it
prffl; and was-- largely attended.
'
btitI all 'for ttreiT kind support in marked ability, The reading- o Théré is hot another town of the
Interment at the Mosquero cem
this matter, as it will help them the Declaration of Independence size of Roy in New Mexico that etery.
" ' '
wonderfully in doing their great by Carlylo Bradley and a patri could or would try tp entertain
'
and noble work which has been otic address by Rev. Russel were its guests with so great a sport
mapped out and which is for the other features that made Eastern ing event, and we are well pleased
improvement of our beloved pub- people feel that they were stil with the result.
The dance in the evening had
in "God's country."
lic school.
Plans hnve been perfected to
crowd. - It was too dry to
large
a
The ball tlid not break up until The parade to the race track
and hold a basket dinner and church
the crowing of the roosters, and and barbecue did not materialize, indulge in firework! safely
service at La Cinta Canyon, ' Sunas all were too anxious to get to they were left out, but the hail
then all regretted to depart.
day, July 9th, near Mrs. Feliciathe feast to wait for the parade. was filled with a brilliant com
Gunn's ranch, six miles from
The roasted steer, which severa pany of merrymakers. The music
enjoyed
the Roy.
of the boys had sat úp all night was fine, and all
All wishing toattend are reques
with, was done to a turn, nd it, dunce till about. 2 a. m., when
to be at the school house in Roy
' Koy was treated to a generous with a hundrtd loaves of bread they were content to let the cele ted
great and glorious at 8:30 o'clock Sunday morning
rainfall Thursday evening, over and other edibles provided by bration of the history. with team and lunch baskets.
pass
into
4th
one jnch of water covered the the committee, were soon con
promptly
were
bills
Sunday school will be held on ar
All the
tnwn and surrounding country in sumed. . The ice cream and cold
paid and every committee dis riving at the canyon, then a bas
a few minuets and ilie prospects drink venders did a rushing bus charged
its dutj with energy and ket dinnér, aud after that church
are more bright for an abundant inoss as well, and the racing pro- nhilitv.
We are Droud of Roy services will be conducted by
- -crop than ever before. Corn is gram was started t once. There and her citizenship and expect
Elder Hunt. Anyone who can
them to make good on all occa
waist high in several places and was no jockeying nor juggling;
come with teams and wagons for
this rain is sending it up to ma was fast and furious fun from one sions, as they did in this.
those who have no conveyance,
turity and beans are just the size
will be heartily welcome.
that the rain would do the most
good. The rain interfered with
Mr. Goodman and his associ-- .
the wheat harvest to some extent,
Co.
Mercantile
ates hope to have their store .en-- ,
The Goodman
Among the attractions of July
and at the E. B. Holmes farm
at Roy, was the display of a is to be congratulated in the ac larged by that time so that they
one mile west of town, the wind 4th,
huge flag owned by Wm. King quisitiori óf the expert milliner, will have ample room to display
and hail are reported to have in
on a claim east of town. Miss Lillian Griner, who will and sell this and the several,
iured the growing crops and al who lives
flag floated over the battle- take charge of the Millinery De other lines they propose to add to
most destroyed a fine wheat crop This
ship Olympia at the battle of Ma partmehi of their hig store about their already large stock, and the
but in general prospects are very nila Bay, and Mr. King was a
near future will see them tvith a
September' 1st.
favorable for crops of all kinds seaman on the noble ship in
complete and modern department
Haying has been commenced Dewey's fleet in that memorable ; Miss Griner will go East next
'
7
week to visit the millinery cent store in Koy.
with many of the farmers and the battle.
prospects are fine for a large crop The flag is 18x36 and bears ers of Kansas City, St. Louis
Prank Heimann of Albert,
marks of the battle, but is well
study the modes
of gramma haj. All in all we are preserved. Mr. King has many and Chicago and
spent
the Fourth in Roy, and he
on the trip the
a fortunate people compared other relics of the fleet and his and will purchase
millinery ever left Wednesday for an extended
with other communities and states cruises in the service of Uncle finest, lino of
trip to Springer.
Sam and is justly proud of them. brought to New Mexico.
as reported by the daily press.
.
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Camp Meeting.
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A Good Rain.

-

Big Battle Flag.

"

Millinery News.

.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS

N

NEW MEXICO NEWS
J.

H. Roy, Editor and Proprietor.

ROT.

NEW MEXICO

E.

Gathered From

All Parts of the State

ALAS FOR THE PETITE.

Western Nevipaper Union Nrws Berries.

Power Plant for the Gila.
Mogollón.
To establish
a hydroelectric power plant on the Gila river,
in Grant county, to supply thousands
of horse-powe- r
for the big mines and
mills In the Mogollón mining district,
.is the project of a number of Eastern
capitalists. H. Von Schem, a Detroit
engineer for the" syndicate, has just
finished an examination of feasible
sites on the Gila, and will make a
favorable report.

Like English women, French women
are growing taller at least, In Paris.
The results of the "careful and minute
measurement of 255 Parlslennes, aged
years,"
from twenty-on- e
to fifty-fivhave been communicated to the Academy of Sciences, says the Pall Mall
Gazette. It was found that the average height of the Parisian woman has
Increased from 5 feet
Inches to
5 feet 1
Inches. They are taller
by almost 1 inches than the women
of the rest of France. At the same
time we are told that In 1909 1,379
. English
mothers and daughters were
similarly measured, and the results
communicated there. The average
height for the mothers was found to
be 6 feet
inches, and for the
daughter Z ?et 2
Inches. English
women had thus grown just over 1
Inches In a generation. Whether the
255 Parisians measured were mothers
or daughters, or both, is not stated.
The only conclusion to , be derived
from the statistics In this connection,
accordingly, is that the Parislenne of
1911 in height comes between the Eng-- .
lish mother and the English daughter
of 1911. But she is not half an Inch
taller than the former, and has still
much to grow before she reaches the
contemporary English girl.

v

Minor Occurences of More Than
nary Interest

Ordi-

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Fifteen marriage
sued at Las Vegas
Ambrosio Chavez
querque charged
posure.

licenses were Isin June.
la' In jail in Albuwith indecent ex-

.

THB TRUTH ABOUT

-

Talk

LUINO.

No. 6.

No thoughtful person uses liquid
blue. Halt cent's worth of blue, a
large bottle filled with water and the
delusion Is complete.
Always buy RED CROSS BAO
BLUE. It's, all blue. Nothing but
blue. Makes beautiful white clothes
like new. ASK YOUR GROCER.

There will be 640 acres of apples
- In Eden.
and pears put out In the Farmington
The Serpent What's Adam so
country.
Cruz' Gabaldon had his arm cut off grouchy about today?
The Ape Oh, he says that the arin a mowing sickle near Hatch, Dona
of woman means that all his
rival
Ana county.
plans for universal peace have been
Hanna Patterson, aged 80 years, a knocked In the head for good. Puck.
resident of Albuquerque the past fifteen years, is dead.
lira. Wtnslow's Soothing Syrup for Children
teething, softens the prume, reduces Inflammatwenty-in
'Carlsbad, for the first time
tion, allays pain, cures wind oollo, 25a a bottle.
one
years, Is a "dry town, the last
No man Is so sharp that some one
saloon having been closed.
To Enforce Court's Mandate,
try to sit on him.
doesn't
Thousands of dollars worth of damSanta Fe.
After repeated en
age
vicinity
was
done
Maravisa
and
at
treaties that he compel the removal of
Lincoln county records from Lincoln by a recent rain and hail storm.
to the new county seat of Carrizozo,
George O. Hutson, aged 84 years,
which is being resisted by the people was found dead in his house on his
of the old county seat, Gov. Mills an claim, one mile northwest of Roy.
nounces that he will await the deThe next meeting of the Scottish
cision of the District Court at Carri Rite Masons of the territory will be
zozo, July 10th, and that the territory
held In Santa Fe about September 1st.
will enforce the mandate of the court
The little town of Lovlngton, east
if it takes the entire militia to do it
of Roswell, will instal an effective if
comparatively small city water works
Storm Visits Las Vegas.
system.
T
Las Vegas. Las Vegas was visited
Francis Theodore Buechli of East
by one of the worst wind and hail Las Vegas, has
a
been nominated as
storms known for years. The storm
first lieutenant in the medical rewas general over this part of the serve corps.
country. The downpour which accomHeavy rains have fallen in and
panied the storm assumed almost the
proportions of a cloudburst, and in a around Alamogordo and especially In
few minutes the streets were running the mountains east of La Luz and
full of water. Hailstones shattered Tularosa.
The house of Rev. C. I. Walker at
good
many windows and there was a vivid
The more one reflects on the
II
T
Carrizozo was invaded . by burglars
i
old spelling bee, the more enthusiastic electrical display.
recently,
who
clothes
his
watch,
stole
;one becomes. There were spellers,
v
-and money.
you know, In the days when our par-- i
Convicts Building Roads.
Work on the new $130,000 Chaves
ents and grandparents stood up in
Santa Fe. A force of convicts is to
rows In the little red school-- I be thrown into Sandoval county to county court house is progressing and
the building will be ready for occuhouse and were bowled over, one aft-e- r work on the road into the Rito de los
pancy in December.
atFrijoles.
They
"caoutwill devote their
another, by "phthisic" and
Roswell has the unique distinction
chouc" and "abecedarian" and "gauge," tention to the Water cañón hill at
being the only town in the territory
of
high
first
of
centers
and the
the road.
and when much fame was acquired
In which 100. per cent of taxes as
The
Santa
of
Chamber
Fe
Commerce
al; by
those master intellects that
sessed are collected.
I ways knew whether
It was "niece" or has given $100 toward the project.
Territorial scoured wools are selling
. force
of
Another
convicts
been
has
"nelce," "dying" or "dyeing," "judg-jmentplaced to work on the Scenic High- at 51 to 52 for the very best while
or "judgement," and "judge' way
s
Ohio is changing hands
in the Gallinas cañón, widening
ship" or "judgshlp."
cents.
It and repairing it preparatory to at twenty-fiv- e
pushing work through to the Harvey's
In every county In the judicial dis
One of the kleptomaniacs has de-- upper ranch, Elk mountain, the Chap-erit- o trict In which Roswell is located,
ridge, and the Pecos and thence Sunday baseball is being prohibited
elded to submit to a surgical examina
tlon for the purpose of trying to be into Santa Fe.
by order of the court.
cured of the desire to take things that
Delegate W. H. Andrews has ap
Ido not belong to him. Some of the
pointed Kenneth Erb of Artesla, sec
The Statehood Fight.
Wall street financiers will regard It as
Washington. The way to member ond alternate from New Mexico for
a very dangsigus experiment and per- - ship In the union of states was made midshipman at the naval academy at
Jnlclous precedent
clear when the Senate committee on Annapolis.
The entire Pecos valley, with the
territories recommended a favorable
The new president of the Chicago report on the House resolution
re exception of Roswell, has been soaked
with a splendid rain. In the south
Stock exchange once was a horse-ehoe- submitting the constitutions
of Ari
Cheer up. You may some day zona and New Mexico to the people end of the valley there was some dam
amount to something, even if you are for certain changes desired by Con age to hay that had been cut
McNdn
Carlos Herrera, a well known na
merely writing epics or painting pic- gress.
talking
Ignacio,
with
while
San
tive
of
Delegate Cameron of Arizona asked
tures that shall many years from now
In Albuquerque, recently
be included among the works of old the committee at its hearing to strike his wife
from the Arizona constitution the pro plunged a knife into his breast, from
masters.
vision for the recall of judges, but the effects of which be will die.
In compliance with general order
the committee decided to let the matOwing to the decrease In the amount
ter go to the people for their decision, No. 11 the National Guard of New
of cloth required for women's dresses A feature of the hearing was a clash Mexico will hold Its annual encamp
Blnce the advent of the hobble skirt, It between Mr. Cameron and his prede
ment this year at Camp Mills, near
has been' necessary to close some of cessor in Congress, Mark Smith.
Las Vegas, beginning July 19th.
the mills In Rhode Island and other
Senator Nelson of Minnesota, acting
The Agua Pura Water Company at
eastern states. Has anybody noticed chairman of the committee, contrasted Las Vegas has let a contract for a
THE BEST STOCK
a decrease In the price of his wife's the constitution of Arizona with that 13,000 toot canal and 2,500 feet of
of New Mexico to the disparagement
clothes T
flumes to enable the new reservoir
vrkxULAtuV it reasonof the former. Declaring the New to be filled more quickly in time of
able prices, writ for free
Illustrated catalogue.
People who returned on the steam Mexicans had sought to protect the drouth."
A. H. HESS 4 CO.
rights of the native Mexican citizens.
On "Kearney Day," August 19th, in
ship Celtic from Europe the other day
he
whole
said
Intent
of
the
the
Ari
the old plaza at Santa Fe, the end
report that they saw a sea serpent
zonians had been to disfranchise the of the historic Santa Fe trail, a hand
PARKER'8
that had wings. Even the sea serpents same class.
some granite monument erected by
HAIR BALSAM
appear to recognize the necessity of
Delegate Cameron declared former the Daughters of the Revolution will
Cienos via tuttfle tht hale.
rrHMM a uxxumai itovui.
keeping right up In the line of prog Delegate Smith had cast' reflections
Tails to Keatsr Orsy
NTr
be formally dedicated.
to Its Youthful Color.
HlrKalp
ress.
upon his attempt to get Arizona Into
dlMHM
Cum
hb ttlUsf.
The Angora goat men of Grant
ytvfpm
is,niisi,w
the Union, but he said he had pursued
splendid
having
with
luck
county
are
Mr,
A Chicago man died from the effects the only course open to him.
The
their young kids this season.
of tight shoes, and a Yonkers, N. Y Smith confessed to the .use of sharp Bear Mountain Angora Goat Company
language
was
said
satisfied
and
he
man was choked to death by a high
have, 2,000 kids so far, and the loss
collar. Life continue! to be full of with Mr. Cameron's sincerity- as an has been the lowest for years.
statehood.
of
advocate
dangers.
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Big Reduction on All Goods in Our Store, Beginning

JULY 1st AND ENDING JULY 15th
Shirt Waists. Last
Will sell at cost, plus 5

Ladies'
Call.
--

-

Men's $12.00 Suits, now

--

Ladies Hats

per cent.
Calicos and Ginghams

-

2 doz. Children's Knee Pants

at

-

A fine assortment of Jewelry.
Good quality guaranteed.

25 per cent off on Shoes
40 per cent off on Men's Hats

duced prices.

Embroideries and
unheard of prices.

-

Men's Vests. To clean up will
sell all small, large and odd sizes
from 50c up.

$7.50
$1.25 lip
25c pf.

at

Laces

Everything in the Notion line.

Kid Gloves.

v

Towels and Toweling.

Enormous supply on hand.
Can fit all heads.

Latest styles.

Glassware, Enamelware and
Porcelain at sacrifice prices.

....G R O CE RIES....

ill Summer Goods must be
sold regardless
cost, as we
need the room for our New Fall

Before buying Groceries, get our prices. We
will make it interesting for you. For lack of
space, impossible to quote prices.

of

stocfc.

J APPE I & CO MPANY
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Make your fi'ings, make your
Don't blame a woman for wearproofs, initiate your contests, with ing her heart on her sleeve. The
A team of young mares. Both the Hoy Real Estate & Abstract new styles leave her no other
Roy Postoffice, July 1, 1911.
place to put it.
well broke. W. M. Patterson, Company.
The following is a list of letters
Mills.
east of
advertised in the postoffice at two miles
in
called
for
Roy, N. M. If not
Sometimes a man kisses a girl
30 lnys, will be sent to the DivisD
ion of Dead Letters, Washington, against her will, against his own
ad.
.
.
say
1), C. In calling,, please
D
will.

For Sale.

Advertised Letters.

The Oriental Hotel .

.

vertised.
'

Gonzales, Miss Lusilla.
Jemenez, Mr. Nicolas, (2).

as much
force of character to be a book
agent as to turn one down.

It requires almost

Martinez, Miss Nicanora B.
Srsk, Tony.
Ruiz, M r. Gregorio.
JAMES L.SW AIM, P.M.

I2E2S
A Good Investment

First Class and

Up-to-da-

SB

Service

te

Rooms and Meals the Very Best and at All Hours
Roy,

-

-

-

-

-

-

New Mexico

List your vr0Pert.v wtn tne

Roy Real Estate & Abstract Co.
will lind you a buyer.
They
Many a great business is built
up on the ruins of domestic hapTake The Spanish American.
piness.
.

1

.

A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.

in Real Estate

ii Worth a Lifetime of Labor

E. J. H. ROY
SEC'Y AND TREAS.

A. S. BUSHKEVITZ
PRES. AND GEN. MANAGER

A. BUSHKEVITZ
VICE PRES.

Roy Telephone Company

--

(INCORPORATED)
W. FRED OGDEN, SEC Y

E. J. H. ROY, PRES.

Roy Real Estate & Abstract.Co.

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
'
on the North

Connect with Long Distance at Springer

No Deal Too Small

No Deal Too Large

REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE, HOMESTEADS LOCATED, RENTALS
AND COLLECTIONS, SURVEYING, LAND FILINGS, COMMUTATION AND FINAL PROOFS. U. S. COMMISSIONER AND NOTARIES IN OUR- OFFICE

Solano
Mosquero
...

LONG DISTANCE FEES.
Chico
25c

Mills

Abbott

35c
25c
' 35c

.'.
.

Taylor
Jaritas
Springer

'

35c
45c
35c
50c

AUTOMOBILE LIVERYN CONNECTION

Phone 25
Your

Legal

and

Land

Business

Solicited

Local Residence
$1.50 per mo.

Local Business
$2.50 per mo.

0
D

FEELS

OVES

STEEL COMBINE

HEALTH
To Lydla E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound

BcottTille, Mich." I want to tell
you how much good LydiaE.Plnkham'9
v egetaDie com
pound and Sanative
Wash have done me.
I lire on a farm and
have worked Tery

hard; I am forty-fir- e
years old, and
am the mother of

thirteen

children.
Many people think

it strange that I am
not broken down

'

with hard work and
the care of mv faro.
lly, but I tell them of my good friend,
your Vegetable Compound, and that
there will be no backache and bearing
down pains for them if thev will take
It aB I nave. I am scarcely ever without it in the house.
"I will say also that I think there is
no better medicine to be found for
young girls to build them up and make
them strong and well. My eldest
daughter has taken Lydla . Fink
ham's Vegetable Compound for pain
ful periods and irregularity, and it has
always helped her.
'I am always ready and willing to
Bpeak a good word for the Lydla E.
Pinkham's Remedies. I tell every one
I meet that I owe my health and hap.
Tilnaoa 4i tViaaa arvn1

ainl

rt

Its Beneficial Effects
fha

mmu
ana

CONCENTRATES..
No married man in Vienna Ib al
lowed to go up in a balloon without
the formal consent of his wife and
children.
1

w
p0
n

to-da-

The number of flax spindles in Ger
many is estimated at 330,000 and or
mechanical looms at from 20,000 to
25,000.

New mileage of railroads built, in
the four years ending in 1900, In the
Old World was 28,074, and In the New,
34,726.
Of the 1,900,000,000 acres of land in

the United States, something like 900.000,000 are in farms, and of that acreage about 47,000,000 are improved

-

lands.
Alpine glaciers are receding and
en
some of tnem are disappearing
tirely. Some attribute this action to
the boring of tunnels and building of
mountain railways.
The states of Queensland and New
are giving
South Wales, Australia,
very considerable attention to government irrigation, mainly by means of
artesian wells.
Edna G. Weaver, 20 years old, who
took examination for seven different
civic service positions open to women
at Kansas City, holds first place in
six of them and second place in the
other.
Work

on remodeling

the

Hotel

Francia at Manila has commenced, an
open air cafe in the inner court, an
entire new front on the building and a
third story containing a banquet hall
to seat 7,000 persons being among the
The mana
improvements planned.
gers have also applied to the Philippine commission for a seven- - acre site
hotel at Baguio;
to build a
with European capital.
200-roo-

"A GLIMPSE OF UTAH.'

The story of Utah'B progress from
the time the Mormon emigrants entered the Salt Lake valley, to the
present day, is narrated and beautifully pictured, in a striking publication just issued by the Passenger DeEdith Papa wouldn't let mo marry partment, Denver & Rio Grande railMr. Stingy because ho smokes such road, called "A Glimpse of Utah."
The story, by that
cheap cigars.
Edward He can't say that about authority on Utah's history and resources, Judge E. F. Colburn, is in
me.
intensely InterestEdith No, he says you smoke too narrative form and
ing.
expensive ones.
well-know- n

EXCURSION
HOMESEEKERS
HAIR ALL CAME OUT
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DUR-IN1911.
'When my first baby was six
months old be broke out on his head
On the first and third Tuesdays of
with little bumps. They would dry each month during the entire year
up and leave a scale. Then It would The Colorado and Southern Railbreak out again and It spread all over way will sell round totripa homeseekers'
great many
his head. All the hair came out and excursion ticketsMexico and Texas at
In New
points
his head was scaly all over. Then his greatly reduced rates. Final limit
face broke out all over in red bumps 25 days allowing liberal stop-ove- r
and it kept spreading until it was on privileges. For detailed information,
his hands and arms. I bought several rates, etc., call on your nearest Coloboxes of ointment gave him blood rado and Southern agent or address T.
medicine, and had two doctors to treat E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
him, but he got worse all the time. He Denver, Colo.
had it about six months when a friend
told me about Cutlcura. I sent and HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
COLORADO,
got a bottle of Cutlcura Resolvent, a Specimen LEADVILLE,
prices: Gold, silver, lead, It: (old,
50c;
gold,
zlno or copper, II.
of
76c;
box
Soap
and a
sliver,
cako of Cutlcura
Mailing envelopes and full price list sent on
Cutlcura Ointment In three days application. Control and umpire work soafter using them he began to improve. licited. Reference: Carbonate National Bank
He began to take long naps and to
DENVER DIRECTORY
stop scratching his head. After taking
two bottles of Resolvent, two boxes of
Ointment and three cakes of Soap he nnu I I fínV Dealer In all kinds of
I, LUUrt CIIANDISE.
Mammoth cata-lo- e
was sound and well, and never had
mailed free. Cor. Kth A Blake. Denver.
any breaking out of ány kind. His
FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION
hair came out in little curls all ovar
SPECIAL LOW RATES
his head. I don't think anything else
VIA
except
Cutlcura.
would have cured him
about
"I have bought Cutlcura Ointment THE DENVER A RIO GRANDE R. R.
"The Scenic Line of the World."
"This involves, however, the reduc and Soap several times since to use
ONE
FAR FOR THE ROUND TRIP TO
competition
potential
tion of actual or
for cuts and sores and have never
ALL COLORADO AND NEW
To allow a single company which has known them to fall to cure what I put
MEXICO POINTS.
secured the bulk of a. given industry them on. I think Cutlcura Is a great
Dates of Sale
credit for such merger value as a ba remedy and would advise any one to
Between all stations south and west
nouth of Vance Juncof
Alamosa
a
profits
raises
sis on which to earn
use it Cutlcura Soap is the best that tion and alland
stations east and north
question of far reaching public policy I have ever used for toilet purposes." thereof, July 1, 2, and 8. Between all
"To regard a valuation so arrived at (Signed) Mrs. F. E. Harmon, R. F. D. other stations July 2. 3 and 4.
Final Return Limit
as justifying such profits under these 2, Atoka, Tenn., Sept 10, 1910.
To destinations within 126 miles of
conditions woulde be reasoning in
selling: stations July 6th. AH other
Many a man who is his own mas destinations July 6tli.
circle because, the real question Is
to
used
whether the profits themselves
For full information arto rates, train
ter might better be serving somt
service, etc., call on Bio Grande Agent,
determine the capitalization were rea other.
or address Frank A. Wadlelgh, Gensonable."
eral Passenger Agent, Denver, Colo.
1899-190-

BABY'S

0

Steel-domin-

semi-finishe-

mamtóuretl tylhe
all leading

Druggists
OneS.zeOny,50 o Battle

DAismiiiium

BOY.

Sheldon Smith, Prop. Arlington
House, Woodland, Cal., says: "Three
years I was almost
helpless. Kidney seNO
ARE
RECOMMENDATIONS
cretions scalded, terribly and obliged mo
MADE BY THE COMto arise ton to twelve
MITTEE.
times a sight My
left limb became so
stiff and sore I could
hardly walk
Just
MUCH WATER" FOUND
hobbled around with
a cano. I had almost
every complaint that
diseased kidneys proCAPITALIZATION
$1,402,000,000,
duce, and Doan's Kid
WHILE PROPERTY IS WORTH
ney Pills removed them all. At the ago
ONLY $82,000,000.
of 76 I feel like a boy and enjoy health
and comfort Can anyone wonder at
my gratitude T,
Remember the name Doan's.
Washington. The report from the
For sale by druggists and general
bureau of corporations on the United
storekeepers everywhere. Price 60c,
States Steel corporation recently subFoBter-MllburCo., Buffalo, N. T.
mitted to President Taft, has been
"
made public.
TOO BAD
Signed by Herbert Knox Smith,
commissioner of corporations, the report makes no recommendations and
is almost wholly narrative in form.
Mr. Smith declares that restriction
of competition was a prime object of
the organizers of the Steel corpora'
tion, or
"trust."
the
Capitalized at $1,40,000,000,
corporation, he asserts, had tangible
property worth only $682,000,000. By
a constant reinvestment of earnings,
however, the report points ouf; much
of the "water" in the company has
been eliminated.
The Steel corporation now owns 75
per cent of the lake ores, having recently concentrated its efforts to se
curing these properties. The report

Mrs. J. G. Johnson, Scottville,Mich.,
B.F.D. 8.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com. says:
pound, made from native roots and
"Indeed, insofar as the Steel corpor
herbs, contains no narcotics or harm,
ful drugs, and y
holds the record ation's position in the entire iron and
for the largest number of actual cures steel industries is of monopolistic
character, it is chiefly through Its
of female diseases.
control of ore holdings and .the. transportation of ore."
Captured Her Interest.
Discussing how "he Impending
"She Is very cold and formal, but I
got her Interest."
struggle of the giants" was averted,
almost over night, by the formation
"How?"
"By asking her how she ever hap- of the great combination, taking in
pened to marry her dub of a hus- 250 subsidiary companied controlling
band." Exchange.
60 per cent of the total crude and finished steel production of the country,
Religion,, which was once au instituthe report says:
tion of the state, Is becoming more
"Until 1898 the bulk of the business
and more the faith and ideal of the was distributed among a very considindividual soul.
erable number of concerns. There was
sharp competition modified by fre
quent pools of greater or less duraTo Get
tion and effectiveness."
Then came an era of great combina
tions, the report continues, with capitalizations ranging from $30,000,000 to
$100,000,000, mergers of many smaller
Genuino companies, which instead of eliminatAlways Buy
ing competition threatened to begin
price cutting on a larger scale than
ever before.
there were three great
In
companies the Carnegie company,
ating
Federal Steel and National
the production of crudo
products, and six
and
concerns the American Steel and
Wire, American Tin Plate, American
Steel Hoop, American Sheet Steel, Na
tional Tube and American Bridg- econtrolling the lighter finished prod
ucts.
This was the period when "the
struggle of the giants" was Impending
and when the formation of the United
States Steel corporation was brought

Sold

A

Since Doan's Kidney Pills Cured Him
of Terrible Kidney Trouble,

REPORT HADE
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Notice of Contest

Notice of Master's' Sale.
In pursuance of a judgment rendered in the District Court of the
Fourth Judicial District of the Territory of New Mexico, within and for
the County of Mora, In the case cf
T. H. Sanders, Trustee, and the International Bank of Commerce,
New Mexico, plaintiffs, vs.
F. M. Hughes and Amanda Hughes,
ri,

defendants, No. 2015, which judgment
was dated on the 9th day of May, 1911,
wheresy plaintiffs were given judgment for the sum of $1033.18 with in
terest thereon at the rate of 10 per
cent per annum from and after date
of said judgment, together with all
costs of said action, and the costs of
this sale.
NOW THEREFORE, NOTICE IS
HEKEHY GIVEN, That I, Andres
Gandert, special master heretofore
appointed herein, will on the 4th day
of septemner, A. v. mi, ai iu
o'clock in the forenoon of said day,
at the front door of Court House at
Mora, Mora County, New Mexico,
to the highest
sell at public
bidder for cash the following described real estate and property, t:
au-itio-

to-wi-

The west half of the southeast quarter and the east half of the southwest
and
quarter of section twenty-thre- e
the northwest quarter of the northeast
quarter of section twenty six, and the
northeast quarter of the southeast
quarter of section twelve, township
eighteen north, range twenty-si- x
east, N. M. P. M., and I will apply
the proceeds of said sale to the satisfaction of said judgment and costs
ANDRES GANDERT,
Special Master.
Holloman & McElroy, Attorneys
for Plaintiff, Tucuracari, N. M.
.

.The penalty of a stolen kiss is
frequently a life sentence at hard

labor.
All locksmiths are not bachelors in spite of the fact that love
laughs at them.

Ever notice that the wolf generally comes to the door disguised as a bill collector?

Insure your property

with,

the

Uoy Real Estate & Abstract
pan.v. Only reliable companies

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M.,

July

3, 1911.

To Virgil L. Sutton, of Box 430,
Stillwater, Okla., Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Frank
B, Pugh, who gives Roy, Mora
County, New Mexico, as his postofflce
addiiess, did. on June 10th, 1911, file in
this office hi duly corroborated application to contest and secure the
cancellation of your homestead, entry
No. 23033, serial No. 06277, made Feb.
0th, 1908, for NW i Section 7, Township 19 North, Range 27 East, N. M.
P. Meridian, and as grounds for his
contest he alleges that said Virgil L.
Sutton has wholly abandoned his
homestead entry; that he has failed to
reside upon, improve or cultivate
ame for more than one year last past.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to Ele in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication
of this notice, as shown below, your
enswer, under oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office duo proof
that you have served a copy of youij
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail. If
this service is iaade by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contestr
ent in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the person
by whom thedelivery was made stat
ing when and where the copy was de
livered: if maiieby registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postofflce to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for
the letter.
You should state in your answer
the -- name of the postofflce to whictr
you des're future notices to be sent to
you. Edward W. Fox, Register.
Manuel Martinez, Receiver.
Date of 1st publication, July 8, 1911.
" ' 2d
" 15, "

" " 3d
ÍV " 4th

C

represented.

Notice of Contest

I

"

"

22,

"

29. '

July

June

3, 1911.

To Newburn N. Durrett, of Solano,
N. M., Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Frank
B. Pugh, who gives Roy, Mora
County, New Mexico, as his postofflce
address, did on June 10th, 1911, file in
this office his duly corroborated ap
plication to contest and lecure the
cancellation of your homestead, Entry
No. 21441, Serial No. 05861, made
Nov. 18th, 1907, for S NE i Section
7, and S
NW i Section 8, Township
19 North,
Range 27 East, N. M.P.
Meridian, and as grounds for his
contest he alleges that said Newburn
N. Durrett has wholly abandoned his
homestead entry; that he has failed to
improve, cultivate or reside upon
same for more than one year last past.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without further
right to be heard therein, either be
fore this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication
of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this offlcedue proof
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail. If
this service is made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contest
ant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment ofthis receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receift, or the affidavit of the person
by whom the delivery was made stat
ing when and where the copy was de
livered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mai'ed,
nd this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.
You should state in your answer
the name of the postofflce to which
you desire future notices to be sent to
you
Edward W. t'ox, Register.
Manuel Martinez, Receiver.
Date of 1st publication, July 8, 1911.
" 15, "
" " 2d
,"
' 22,
"
" ' 3d
"
-

"

"4th

"

'

29,"

"

NOTICE

FRANK A. ROY
President.

C. F. ROY
Vice.

Pies.

WM. C. ROY
Sec. & Treas.

June

INCORPORATED

ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OF

THE ROY TOWNSITE
-

DEALERS IN

Reed Estate and Ranches
Breeders of Sheep Cattle and Horses
We hold several choice tracts of Agricultural land for sale

Town Lots a Specialty

-

v

.
22-2-

7

Edward W. Fox,
RpHstar.

Eugene J. H. Roy
-

Roy

-

New Mexico

United States
Commissioner
W ja,H."WWgTB

.1.

Short-han-

stenographer furContest cases.

d

nished

Everything

in

in

land

ngs,

matters-Fili-

Contests, Proofs and
etc.
Of lice with the Roy Real
tate & Abstract Co.

Es-

Variety Machine
Works
ANDEHSON

&

SHELTREN, Prop,

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blact. smithing, Heavy Forging, Horse . Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes and
Pnmps for Wells

All

Wagon and Carriage

Work our Specialty
work Guaranteed

ROY,

Works

NEW MEX.

13. 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Julian
Sandoval, of Albert, N. M., who, on
Sept. 16, 19C7, made H. E. No. 19938,
serial No. 05473, for S l SE i, Sec. 11,
SW 1 SW i, Sec. 12, NW i NE 1, Sec.
14, Township 20 North, Range 28 East,
N. M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to mnke final five year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Com
missioner E. J. H. Roy. at his office,
at Row N. M.. on the 25th day of

July,

N. M.

Variety Machine

.

Company.
CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

TKe Roy Land & Live Stock

Solano,

All

CODOOOCCOOCXDO

15, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Charles
. Baker,
of Solano, N. M., who.
on Feb, 3, 1909, made H. E. No.
07391, for NW i, Section 34, Town
ship 19 North, Range 27 East,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final commutation
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Court
Commissioner W. H. Willcox at his
office, at Roy, N. M., on the 28th day
of July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William Short, Davis M. Talbot.
Alfred Clifford, Levi Culver, all of

The Model Grocery
and Meat Market
Roy Bros., Props.

i

Fancy Groceries,
Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables
Always on Hand

v

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco Gonzales, Celso Mar
tinez, Juan P. Arguello, of Albert
N. M.: E. W. Paxton, of Roy, N. M
Edward W. Fox.
6
Register.
21-2-

Fish and Oysters in Season
We can furnish you with the very

best of edibles for the every day and
holiday trade. The very best goods at
the most reasonable prices.

Once a Customer, Always One
For good meals and
service, go to the Oriental Hotel Next Dooi to Postoffice, ROY, N.
te

'

M.
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BOMB

EXPLODED

BY

ALFONSO'S

PALACE

FOUR CHOICE RECIPES
HOW TO MAKE A CARROT PUDDING THAT 18 DELICIOUS.

T

'.mil

If

Full Instructions for the Concoction
of Chocolate Creams, Baking Powder Biscuits and Rye Gems.

Carrot Pudding. Boll sound carrots until tender enough to mash to
of a pound
a pulp, mix
of this with half a pound of bread
crumbs, four ounces of suet minced
finely,
pound of stoned
pound of cur;
raisins,
rants, three ounces of sugar, three
nutmeg grated, and
eggs,
add sufficient milk to make the consistency of the mixture a thick batter.
It may be boiled or baked. If to be
boiled, put the mixture Into a buttered basin, tie it down with a cloth,
f
hours;
and boll for two and
If It 1b to be baked, put It Into a deep
pie dish, and bake for nearly an hour;
turn It out of the dish and strew sifted sugar over It when serving.
three
Chocolate
Creams. Take
ounces of the best arrowroot, mix It
s
pint of wawith about
ter, till it Is a smooth cream. Put
It Into a lined saucepan, add one
pound of white sugar, and boll for
about ten minutes, stirring all the
while, then take It from the fire and
stir until it begins to cool and set.
Flavor with essence of vanilla and roll
Into lltle balls, first buttering the
palms. Have some chocolate melted
over hot water and dip each ball in
this, using an ordinary hatpin to hold
the ball. Lay each separately on a
buttered paper or buttered marble
slab to cool.
Baking Powder Biscuits. Mix and
sift twice two cupfuls of flour, four
teaspoonfuls of baking powder and
one-hateaspoonful of salt Work In
two tablespoonfuls of butter with tips
s
of fingers and add gradually
of a cupful of milk, mixing
quickly with a caseknife.
Cut out
and bake in a quick oven.
Rye Gems. Mix an(" sift one cupful
of rye flour, one cupful of bread flour.
one-hateaspoonful of salt ond five
teaspoonfuls of baking powder. Add
two eggs well beaten, one cupful of
milk and two tablespoonfuls of mo
sses. Beat thoroughly, fill hot but
tered gem pans two-thirfull of the
mixture and bake twenty-fiv- e
minutes
three-quarte-

f
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political unrest that will not be quieted In Spain was marked the other day by the explosion of a
MADRID.In The
the Plaza Orlente, adjoining the royal ' palace. The great entrance to the cathedral was shattered,
and several other buildings were damaged, but no lives were .oat
As she was dressing, "Tlmmy," the
pet monkey of her neighbor, climbed
up the side of the house and pulled,
open the blinds. Before Mrs. Snow
den knew the monkey was there, it
cyclopedias, which would take $80 sneaked up to ber and bit a piece out
Minister Unwilling to Wed on more.
;
of her ankle.
"To keep in touch with his own
Only $100 Per Month.
She kicked, she says, when she saw.
church affairs he should attend the the beast It Jumped away and out of
state convention of his own denomina the window. Mrs. Snowden ran
Flinches at Thought of Taking Wife tional association at least This would screaming Into the ball and there
take $25 in railroad and hotel ex fainted. She was found unconscious
on $1,200 a Year and Living In
penses. If he attended a national by ber maid.
Chicago Ceremony Is Inconvention It would mean an addiEfforts were made by the Snowdens
definitely Postponed.
tional $50.
to induce the Dickesons to get rid of
to
"Besides all this, he Is expected
Chicago.
their pet. Mrs. Dlckeson, a prominent
Danger of freezing to
supporter of his own member of the Media Woman's club
death had no terrors for the He v. be a liberal
to give to charity in gen and a stickler for rights, refused to
William F. Bostick, a young Baptist church and
eral.
part with "Tlmmy." She picked up
minister, when he set out to walk
"Again, there is the car fare and
the monkey during a recent trip to
111.,
one
from Aurora to Yorkville,
$300 in a city like
South America and regards his visit
bitterly cold night in 1909 that be house rent of about
members widely scat to the Snowden borne as just one of
might keep a church appointment on Chicago, with
But ' why carry this subject his innocent pranks.
Christmas eve, and froze both bis feet tered.
further?
In so doing, but
"When I stop to think of the high
He flinches at the thought of marryof living and the high rental do PERFORM OPERATION IN' DARK
cost
ing in Chicago on $1,200 a year and
you wonder that I hesitate at getting
attempting to live on that income in
on $1,200 a year?
a manner befitting the dignity either married
Surgeons Work Quickly In Connecticut
"To figure up insurance bills, rent
of the cloth or his church. Two thouHospital When Electric Lights
going
is
living,
which
of
bills, the cost
,
sand dollars would be the least on up continually, and occasional doctor
Are Turned Off.
which to consider matrimony, is bis
things
these
of
pay
all
to
bills and
Conn.
Because two
belief. His fiancee agrees with him.
Hartford,
out of $10Q a month would require a
For that reason his intended wed
course In scientific n- - o'clock in the morning was thought to
ding has been postponed indefinitely, nancine. A single man mignt unaer be a good time to make repairs on
and the minister has tendered bis reg take to solve such a problem, but not dynamos, the Wllllmantlc Gas & Elecignatlon as pastor of the Western a married man."
tric Light company shut down the other morning, and that a patient at St
Avenue Baptist church.
Mr. Bostick answered the question
Joseph's hospital In that city Is alive
MONKEY LOOSE IN BATHROOM is cue only to the three doctors who
yesterday of a reporter:
"Why shouldn't a minister get marworked fast and true In the darkness,
Woman While Lat- which was broken only by the continried on $1,200 a year?"
Bites Philadelphia
...
I. ..A
"There are a number of good reauous lighting of matches and the dull
ter Is Bathing uwner Aeay jubi
sons First, a man Is expected to keep
glow of two oil motor car lamps,
One of His Pranks.
up a certain standard of personal apwhich an orderly detached from a
Philadelphia. "I was standing in waiting motor car.
pearance, a certain standard of social
tho hnthrnnm lust about to dress.
and home life.
The three doctors were summoned
"A bricklayer could better afford to when I felt a sharp pain in my ankle. In haste from a dinner at the Hotel
marry on $1,200 a year than the min- I looked down and there clinging to Garde In this city, and dashed away
ister. The bricklayer gets 65 to 75 my leg was that horrid monkey. He for Wllllmantlc. 31 miles distant
cents an hour. Besides, he can wear got Into the room and bit me before shortly after midnight
overalls while at work, but the min- 1 knew It"
The delicate operation for stranguThis is Dart of an interesting state lated hernia had advanced to the critister must spend a good portion of his
time visiting the church members and ment made bv Mrs. Elizabeth S. Snow ical point when the lights In the build
must always look well. 1 almost for- den, in explanation of her damage suit ing, including the powerful operher neighbor. Dr. ating reflectors, went out Then the
got the $50 Prince Albert which hrniirht
forms a necessary part of his ward- Morton F. Dlckeson of Media.
nurses lighted matches in relays,
Mrs Snowden is the wife of Henry
up three large boxes. The pbyrobe.
the
"The minister must foot the bills C. Snowden. one of the richest men slclan who was administering
of several weekly and monthly re- of Media, and member of the local ether felt the patient's pulse In the
ligious and nonrellgious publications. school board The amount of money dark and regulated the anesthetlo
At least $15 a year should be set aside she demands Is not known, since the in that way.
statement of claim Is not to be filed
for this purpose.
"If he Is going to keep up to date until later by her counsel. Henry L
Must Be Sixteen to Play Pool.
he must buy a certain amount of new Broomall.
N. Y. Governor Dlx has
Albany,
is
who
action,
In
the
plaintiff
reThe
books on science, psvchology, the
prohibiting the admission
a
bill
signed
upper
of
lation of religion to science, etc., be- one of the leading matrons recently of boys under sixteen years of age
that
declared
Media
circle.
would
These
sides literary works.
publlo
'
she was taking a hatb and had Just to pool and billiard rooms ot
cost at least $100.
,
bowling alleys in this state.
the
en
left
religious
"Then there are the
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When making sweet croquettes add
a little sugar to the crumbs In which
the croquettes are to be rolled.
Celery can be much Improved by
soaking it for an hour in ice cold water In which a lemon has been
squeezed.
Scratches on polished wood, If not
too deep, can be removed by rubbing
gently with fine sandpaper and then
with a mixture of olive oil and vinegar.
If you desire to serve a baked fish
whole, and have it stand upright on
the platter, put a carrot Inside the fish
before cooking and it will remain In
position.
When making lemonade one of the
lemons may be peeled and run through
a meat chopper with a small piece of
the peel. This will give the limonado
a delightful piquant flavor.
'

Housekeeping.

Is no longer fashionable

not to
know on which side the bread is buttered or how to cook a potato. The
Intelligent woman of today Is scientifically domesticated. She can meet,
her own cook without flinching, and
can, moreover, give that autocrat
"points" on culinary matters.

It

PLAN . OF

IRRIGATION

IMPROVE ASPARAGUS IN WEST
Keep Ground

Well Cultivated and
rigated During Season Should
Last Twenty Years.

Waterfalt

Should Be Uniform
Throughout the Ditch.

Increased Productiveness of Meadows
Within Last Twenty-fiv- e
years
Due In Great Measure to
Fertilizing Sediment.

BORDURES

IN

weight and coloring tbey do not in the
least suggest cold weather materials.
Of course the between-seasogown
calls for a new hat, and even with
the winter one headgear ; must be
lightened now to seem in accordance
with prevailing tastes. So here are
spring hats with us, and such spring
hats high crowned, of course, brilliant straws and trimmed always with
some dashing fancy plume or other
that goes up to enormous heights.
Those who prefer satin or silk hats
also find them everywhere, andas it
is quite the thing to make these of
one color and trim them with another it is possible to use up many
bits of home material if the hats can
be turned out by home sewers. On a
satin shape of gun metal gray a vivid
blue ribbon was massed so as to hide
the entire crown and shape a vast
bow at the back. Black and white
effects in the satin and silk hats are
also much seen and surely nothing
could be smarter than this combination, even though it Involves a black
and white effect to a certain extent
.
all through the
Our illustration shows a kimono
waist and princess skirt, the two details showing admirably together in
a pretty gray veiling and moire silk
in a matching color. With these materials white porcelain beads are used
effectively.
The bodice begins with a closely fitting kimono waist of the moire, finished at the neck with a round yoke
of the veiling, beaded over. Two
crossed bib pieces of the veiling cover
the lower part of the bodice back and
front, these running up to the yoke
band in sharp beaded points. Straight-bandof the beaded veiling form the
cuffs and the narrow folded belt is of
the moire.
In the deep foot band of the gathered skirt a novel touch Is given
through the shaping of the upper line,
the former stralghtness of such bands
being considered now a little unbecoming to any but the slimmest and
most youthful figures. This model as
it stands is undesirable for anything
but a very dressy frock, but such materials as moussellne and organdy
may be used for it with some variation of the style óf trimming. Veiling, chiffon and cashmere, or a thin
silk with some pretty wool are other
adaptable materials.
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ABUNDARE SHOWING
ANCE OF THE8E MATERIALS.

Veilings, Chiffons and Cotton Textures
Respond Most Beautifully to Ornamental Bands Pretty
'., no Waist With Princess Skirt '
Bordered materials are to have an
Immense vogue this summer, and they
are already seen In abundance In the
shops. The veilings, chiffons and cotton textures respond most beautifully
to these highly ornamental banda, (or
such goods, while needing some trimming or other, are hard to be suited
with garnitures,
The bands now
woven at one side or both of the goods
suggest striped, satin ribbons, Spanish
laces and the odd arabesques of Indian decorations, and some of the
show a riot of the richest color. Again, threads of black or a heavy
black band will be run along the most
delicate tints, these, giving the materials a very Frenchy look.
Along with these handsome new
things there are counters and counters of thin textiles all of which have
been greatly reduced, as they belong

get-up-
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FOR THE

GIRL

WHO

CAMPS

In constructing a ditch the fall,
whether great or small, should be uniform throughout. Any diminution of
the fall will cause sediment to settle
and fill the ditch at that point. The
greater the fall of the ditch, especially at the headgate, the greater will
be the amount of sediment drawn
from the stream. It is customary to
construct a dam In a stream at the
headgate at right angle to the current
to secure the full capacity at low
water. A shear dam apexed to the
headgate, if the fall is light, will
throw more of the finer silt into the
ditch. While if the fall Js great it
will cause too much coarse sand to
enter, writes E. A. Mitchell In the
Denver Field and Farm.
Obstructions, such as rock dams or
boards, driven in the bottom of a ditch
J.0 raise the water level so as to
spread over meadow are wrong in
principle, as they always cause sediment to settle above the obstructions.
The rock, sods or boards should be
placed at the side of the ditch to narrow but not obstruct the middle or
bottom of the channel. The irrigating
knolls or high places, the lateral
should not end at the highest point,
but extended through and beyond,
thus allowing sand and the heavier
particles of sediment to Be carried
past and discharged on the slope
Small vents should be cut to conduct
water over the high places. If the
ditch ends at the highest point," the
current ceases there and sediment is
deposited where not needed, making
the knoll higher and more difficult of
;
irrigation.
When there is an abundance of
sediment in a stream H can be made
to play an important part lu leveling
rough places on the fields if properly
applied. The vents cut in the main
ditches or laterals to spread the
water when the land is rough and uneven should diverge It at an acute
angle from the ditch', instead of the
customary way of at right angles
This will carry the sediment with the
current into the vents, thence out on
to the meadows to finally settle In the
depressions, whereas if the vents are
cut at right angles, the force of the
current naturally deposits most of the
sediment against the obstructing' lower side of the vent and soon fills
Itself. In fact to draw off all sediment possible every vent should be
cut on the oblique.
Any pioneer will have noticed the
Increased productiveness of native
meadows within the last twenty-fivyears. This In a great measure can
be accounted for from the fertilizing
effect of deposited sediment In 1889
I cut over a barren coarse sand and
gravel bar of a few acres In extent
In Gunnison county that then looked
to be worthless for hay land. This
same bar is now covered with black
soil built up In the Intervening years
and produces heavy crop of wire
grass. All erosive material carried
down from the mountain sides contains a more or less percentage of
raw phosphates, the very essence of a
concentrated fertilizer.
'

e

Some
'

Things That Will Add to the
Pleasure of the Summer
Outing.

Take along a good supply of stories
to tell. Around the campflre at night
a good story teller Is an acquisition.
Not only Is a supply of Jokes good;
but weird stories, ghost stories, animal
stories will all be listened to with
avidity. Not all evenings will be spent
around the campflre, but some will,
and the good talker will add much
to the evening's pleasure.
The' girl who can make a good
fudge or any other kind of good candy
Is usually voted a brick on a camping
trip. If you are not expert, practice
a hit beforehand; and remember that
In camp you won't have all the conveniences for candy-makinthat you
have at home.
A hot Water bottle, ready-mad- e
mustard plasters, arnica, remedies for
to. the winter supplies and do not scratches and bruises and blistered
show the latest touches. Neverthe- feet and mosquito bites this doesn't
less, these bargain goods are most de- 6ound like a hilarious time,' but there'll
sirable, as It is an easy enough matte); be a good time Just tbe same all
to supply the effect of a band of rib- such things are liable to be in
bon, satin or velvet, and In point of

if1 wfi-
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(By

W.

Ir-

PADDOCK, Colorado Agricultural College.)

A deep, loamy soil is best suited to
asparagus culture, and It can scarcely
be made too rich by the addition of
well rotted stable manure. The ma- - .
nure should be plowed or spaded in
deeply and the soil put in the best
of tilth. After the ground has been
thoroughly prepared, furrows are
made, preferablyrunnlng north and
south, and four feet apart. The plants
are set from three to four feet apart
in the row, depending upon the richness of the soil, and from four to six
inches below the general level of the
ground. The plants should not be
covered to the full depth at once, as
many of the young shoots would not
be strong enough to push through to
the surface of the ground.' On the
contrary, cover the crowns with about
three Inches of soil and fill In the
rest gradually by cultivation during
the summer.
Keep the ground well cultivated and
irrigated during the season, and as
soon as the tops ripen in the fall, they
should be cut and burned. Follow this
by giving the bed a good coating of
manure, which Is to be worked into
the soil in the spring. The subsequent
treatment of the bed will be much
the same as outlined for the first season. No shoots should be cut for use
until the third season after planting,
and preferably not until the fourth.
By taking pains to start the bed
right It should last at least twenty
years. While the outlay will be small,
it 1b difficult to imagine any other
feature of the garden that will afford
more satisfaction.

SEEDLINGS

ARE

A

NECESSITY

Apple Tree One Foot High May Be
Grown During Summer If Given

Proper Cultivation.
Apple seedlings are still a necessity
and will continue to be. They must
be grown by the million for the nurseryman, or the amateurs may grow
them by the thousand.
Save seed by packing cores away
In moist sand, and it Is better to save
seed from good apples than from culls.
Prepare ground by deep plowing; new,
rich land is the best. Sow in drills,
rows ten Inches apart, and cover not
over two inches. Rake over surface
early in spring to break crust and kill
weeds. Under this treatment the seed
will sprout readily. If you give good
culture you may expect the seedlings
to be one foot or eighteen inches high
by October 1, but cultivation should
stop August 15. Take up and cellar
before hard freezing.

'

Orchard Heating. ,
Orchard heating Is moving eastward.
For peach, plum, cherry and apricot It
will for the most part be very profitable. With sharp competition among
the different manufacturers of heaters
and the general Improvement that,
should come, in time they will be
much cheaper and more efficient
With orchard heaters and cold storage In the east the Pacific coast
will be out of the race In
our markets.
POULTRY

NOTES.

Provide shade for all the poultry
during the hot days.
The fowls should have water in
abundance at all times.
Commercial Fertilizers.
Exercise Is as essential for growing
A retent bulletin of the Michigan
chicks as feed and water.
Agricultural Experiment station, givThe lack of protein is the direct
ing the fertilizer analysis for 1910, cause of mature pullets not laying
offers good advice on the use of comAssorting market eggs according to
Especially well size and color is a good business
mercial fertilizers
stated are some things that fertilizers move.
will not do. Commercial fertilizers
Little turks are delicate little creacannot take the place of cultivation. tures and should be watched at all
Commercial fertilizers cannot compen- times..
sate for lack of moisture. CommerIf protein is supplied freely there
cial fertilizers do not add humus to will be an abundance of eggs from
tbe soil.
the same flock.
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Ella Johnson is home from
Misses Julia Cain, Josephine French to make a visit during the
Crocker, Myrtle Tindall, Nellie
weather.
Oorbett, Mabel Tindall, Messrs
Arthur Brown, LevinusDe Smet
8. Appel, Narsico Arrellano, Con
dado Padilla and Ophala Arre
lano of Springer, drove down to
spend the Fourth. They return
ed home Wednesday.

hot

Miss Alice Jackson is spending
the week with Mrs. Cress.
Mr. Berentztook the train for
French the afternoon of the 4th
to trive his daughter, hthel, a
surprise visit.

A Nut to Crack
What are you going to do when you are too old to work?
Better provide for the future while you have time. It's
not how large or how small are your earnings, but it's

What Portion of Your Earnings Do You Save?
that is of consequence. When you START saving your
money and put it in this bank, your fortune is half made.
The other half is persistency. Just save your dimes, nickles
and pennies and deposit them in this bank. We want the
small depositor and welcome his or her account, because it's
the small depositor that grows to be the large one.

Why Not Start Now?

Roy Trust & Savings Bank
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Owing to big purchases of several straight cars of
white pine dimension and boxing lumber, and a surplus stock of other grades, we are offering a great
reduction in prices on the following:
2x4, 2x6, 2x8 White Pine Dimension,

Reduced from $28 to $24
1x4, 1x6, 1x8, 1x10, Common,

$28 to $24

1x12, No. 1,

$32 to $28
$29 to $26
$32 to $29

1x12, No. 2,

Drop Siding,
Lap Siding,

v

Ceiling,
C

Flooring,

B and

Better Flooring,

THESE

$29 to $26
$29 to $26
$36 to $34
$38 to $35

PRICES WILL HOLD GOOD
THE NEXT NINETY DAYS

FOR

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE CO.
Roy, New Mexico

the city streets brought about winter
wraps In Duluth.
The first section of the Oregon ex
press on the Southern Pacific railroad
was held up and robbed at West
Forks, Ore., In Cow Creek cañón.
Three masked men stopped the train,
ordered the express and mail cars
FROM TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS separated from the passenger coaches
express ar.
and dynamited.-tlje- .
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
wheat
of
Harvest
and oats has be"
EVENTS.
gun in Nebraska along the southern
tier of counties and by another week
will be in full swing through the
South Platte country.
Women are
OF MOST
displacing men as harvest hands.
They are more reliable, quicker and
do the heavy work as well as men.
KEEPING THE READER POSTED
WASHINGTON. ON MOST

LATEST HEWS

EP1TÓMIZED

If

Western Newspaper Union News Bervlcs.

WESTERN.
At a recent local option election
Salt Lake, Ogden and Park City, Utah,
went wet by heavy majorities. Provo
and Logan are dry.
An explosion on the oil barge Gum-bl- e
In the harbor at Port Arthur, Texas., caused the death of the captain
and loss by fire of $200,000.
Aviator Lemar was probably fatally
Injured at Coshocton, Ohio, when his
biplane, flying low, struck' the roof of
a house.
Fire of unknown origin, starting In
the rear of a saloon at' Hawthorne,
Mineral county, Nevada, caused loss
of $25,000.
Fifty men are working desperately
to rescue two miners imprisoned in
the Whlrwind tunnel at American
Fork, Utah, by an earth cave.
Elijah Clamblt, of Qttumwa, la.,
aged 19, while demented, shot and
killed his mother, fatally wounded his
young sister and attempted suicide.
The crushed bodies of three men
were found near the bottom of a
freight car loaded with luraher at Seward, Neb. The men had been stealing a ride.
Dick Miller, a balloonist, giving a
street carnival in Weiser, Ida., was
drowned in the Snake river. As he
dropped with his parachute, the wind
carried him to the middle of the river.
Helen Rumbel, 14 years old, beaten
for neglecting a task, Is dead in her
home near Gridley, Cal. Her stepmother and her stepbrother, were held
by a coroner's Jury to answer to the
charge of murder.
While .the hearing of Frank Jackson, charged with passing counterfeit
money, was in progress before United
States Comissioner Cooksey in Kansas
City, Kans., the prisoner stole Cook-sey'- s
gold watch.
Over Kansas, --Missouri and Oklahoma a scorching wind from the south
has blown, greatly damaging growing
to
crops and sending temperatures
new high records. Reports from but
one county In Missouri tell of rain.
This was at Hartvllle, In Wright
county. At Salina, Kans., the temperature reached 116 degrees.
Mrs. Ortie McM.anlgal, whose husband is in Jail In Los Angeles under
charge of murder In connection. with
the dynamiting of the Los Angeles
Times building October - 1, last, appeared before the grand Jury and on
advice of attorney Darrow, chief counsel for John J. McNamara and his
brother-Jamewho are under like' indictments, refused to testify.
s,

Burled alive when a bank of earth
caved in on him as he was hiding
from his comrades when playing In
the sand pits at West Fifth avenue, in
Denver, Everett Lefbom,
son of Mrs. Elma Lefbom of 554 Lipan
street, lost his life.
Steamers down the lake from Duluth are sending wireless messages
stating that they are late because they
have been held by a snowstorm this
side of the Canadian Soo. Forty-ondegrees with a stiff east wind through
e
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As sparkling, wholesome and refreshing as a spring
house icicle. So nxt tt'm nn'
trA
or inirsty, u you re anywhere near a place that
.
. .
11. n
cus
go in ana give yourself a
rcai treat.
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IMPORTANT

All formalities necessary to the fi
nal conclusion of the general arbitra
tion treaty between America and
England could be completed within
four hours, assuming that the machinery was working properly and smoothly, Is the official declaration.
Senator Guggenheim's bill authoriz
ing the President to appoint an additional federal Judge for the District
of Colorado was reported favorably
from the Senate committee on Judiciary by Senator Clark of. Wyoming and
probably will pass the Senate when
bills on the calendar are again taken
up for1 consideration.
Intimation that prosecution of certain witnesses for perjury would grow
ut of the Senate investigation of the
election of Senator Lorimer was forth
coming during the examination of Edward Hines, the Chicago millionaire
lumberman whose name Is connected
with the alleged $100,000 fund collected to elect Mr. Lorimer.
postofflc'e.
on"
The
and postroads have taken up for
the Lewis bill, which provides for condemning and purchasing
the express companies and' adding
them to the postal system, and establishing a complete system - for the
quick transport of packages and tha
eatable products of the farm and
truck garden, etc.
Undoubtedly the Root amendment
to the wood pulp and paper schedule
of the Canadian reciprocity bill which
the administration has been fighting
as fatal to the agreement, will be defeated in the Senate.
President Samuel Gompers, Vice
President John Mitchell and Secretary
Frank Morrison of the Amerfcan Federation of Labor, under rules issued
by Justice Wright of the District of
Columbia Supreme Court, were cited
to appear July 17 and show cause why
they should not be punished for contempt of court
The famous Cunningham Alaskan
coal land claims, through which the
syndicate
had
planned to extend its vast interests in
Alaska, and control one of the most
valuable coal fields In the world, have
been disallowed by the Department of
the Interior.
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Shoo Polishes

Ben's Logic'
"Ben," said his friend, waking up
from a reverie in which he had been
gazing abstractedly at the shiny expanse of Ben's
"is
there nothing you could do for your Finest In Quality. Largest In Variety,
They meet every riwjulrumt-n- t for cleaning auj
baldness?'.' '
poUshlng shoes of all kinds and colors.
Ben, by the way, is only forty.
"No, lad!" he replied with decision.
"Fifteen years ago I was
courting strong, and I tried lots 0'
things. But about that time f prince
of Wales Edward, you know come
to open t' new hospital, and I said to
-y
myself as soon as I saw him llftln'
is...
his hat to t; crowd, 'Ben, my lad, tha
can give It up as a bod Job, and save
thy brass. If there was owt "at ud
'V
cure a bald heead they'd ha' cured
his.' "Tit-Bits- .
skatin'-rink-for-flie-

-

i

Important to Mothers

OILT EDGE the only ladles shoe dressing
that positively eontnlns OIL Blacks and Polishes

Examine carefully every bottle of ladles' and children's boots and shoes, shines
robbing-- BSc. "French O loss," 10c.
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for without
DANDY combination for cleaning and polishing
Infants and children, and see that it all kinds of russet or tan shoes, 25o. "Star" lie, lOo.
QUICK. WHITE makes dirty canvas shoes
Bears iha
and white. In liquid form so it can be
quickly and easily applied. A sponte In every
Signature of
package, so always ready for use. Two sizes, 10
and J5 cents.
In Use For Over 30 Years.
It your dealer does not keep the kind yon want,
us his address and the price In stamps for
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria send
a full size package.
WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.,
S
Albany St., Cambridge. Mass.
The Urgent Need.
uiaest ana Largest manufacturers of
She (flattering with eyes and voice) IM
Shoe Polishes in the woria. v
Arthur, dear, I find that we still
need a few things to make our little
household more serviceable.
He What one, thing, perhaps?
She Well, for instance, we need a
Nine times in ten when the liver is
new hat for me. Harper's Bazar.
right the stomach and bowels are right
SPOHN'S DISTEMPER
CURE will CARTER'S LITTLE
cure any possible case of DISTEMPER, LIVER PILLS
PINK EYE, and the like among horses gently butfirmly com
of all ages, and prevents all others in th;
same stable from having the disease. Also pel a lazy liver to r
II ADTPDv
cures chicken cholera, and dog distemper. do its duty.
,
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5envi!r- pueblo
St. Joseph
Sioux City
Lincoln.
Omaha

1
1

66
63
1

64

Topeka

Des Moines..--

LEAGUE STANDING.
P- Pet.
W. I

.

...65

66

39
37
35
33
30
27
13

23
22
29
28
2g
34

38
53

.641
.639
661
.556

54l

.469
.415
.197

"Dago" Mike of Leadville and Eddie Mathewson of Cripple Creek will

meet in a
boxing contest at
Telluride, July 5th.
Maurice Thompson, champion lightweight of the Northwest, and Mickey
O'Brien of Sacramento, fought ten
fast rounds to a draw at Butte, Mont.
Sam Langford, the Boston negro
heavyweight, knocked out Jack Fitzgerald, a Philadelphia w'white hope,"
In the fifth round of a
bout
In New York.
Arrangements are under way to
match Harry Rlede, the Aspen Whirlwind, and "Young" Erlenborn of Denver, fo ra
bout, which will
take' place at Walsenburg the middle
of July.
ten-roun- d

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

Any good druggist can Bupply you, or send
to mfi-s- . 60 cents and $1.00 a bottlj. Agents
wanted. Free book. Spohn Medicnl Co.,
Spec. Contagious Diseases, Goshen, Ind.

Cures Con- .

digestion,

",Jm"

Headache,
Their Favorite Alibi.
How do you get out of it
when the missis scolds you for not
answering the bell?
Waitress I always tell her I was
making mayonnaise. Harper's Bazar.
Cook

Hopeless.
"Why don't you get in Une for Miss
Wattle's favor?"
"Humph! That line's busy." .
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SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature
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At the Big, Rushing Store of

The Goodman Merca utile Co

o

Beginning Directly after the Fourth, we intend to conduct a SPECIAL
SALE for THIRTY DAYS, during which sale we will offer as Leaders
sdme of the best and Newest Goods in our Big Store, AT COST and LESS
THAN COST.

Shoes

We will also offer some of our

As one of our Special Bargains
we will have on sale at less than
Manufacturers' Prices

Dress Goods, including Lawns, Per- -'
cales, and other Summer Goods at
BARGAIN PRICES

lOOOPjiirsof Shoes
for Ladies, Men and Children. All
too.
new and
down-to-the-minut-

e,

ff

II
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We Sell the Famous

Hamilton-Brow- n

The best line ever offered in Roy.

Mirrors and Pictures
We wish to call your attention to a
new line of Mirrors and Fancy Framed
Pictures which we recently purchased as
a premium offer to our customers. This
is a most attractive line of pictures in
heavy gilt and oak frames, substantial
and artistic, and will grace the walls of
the finest homes.

Barbed Wire

Linens and Oilcloth
You should see our line of Table
and Oilcloth, also Carpets and

fr

WE

SELLVmGHT

Harness

Suits

Suits for Ladies
We have recently added a line of
and Gentlemen for the best Tailoring Harness, and can fit you out with anyHouses in the U. S. at most reasonable thing you want for your horses at prices
'
prices.
that will interest you.
We take orders for

Hardware and

Farm

Machinery

Flour and Feed

A big warehouse full of Feed of all
See us for everything you want in the
line of Hardware and Farm Machinery. kinds. All the best brands of Flour,
We have it or will get it for you cheaper including Old Homestead and U. S.
than anybody else.

The Great DAIN Line of Harvesting
Machinery. Case Engines and Harvesting Machines.

Drugs
A fine line of Drugs, Patent Medicines
and Toilet Articles.

OUR GROCERY DEPARTMENT is the most com- plete in the County. We take special pains to carry
everything our customers want, and keep only the
best and freshest groceries.
ASto CoTbariC
Steam Thresher at our

Ladies' Furnishings
and Millinery

.

A new car of Barbed Wire just received and another one ordered. We
set the price for everyone on wire.

Evffingto

Our line of Dress Goods is most
complete and attractive, including
all of. the staples and many of the
novelties of the weaver's art.
We also offer a most attractive
line of

ill

Shoes

we sell

Dress Goods

JÉ

Building Material
It will pay you well to defer your
building for a week or two until we receive our new stock of lumber and building material. We will save you a lot of
money in thisline.

OUR MEAT MARKET is always supplied with
the choicest of Fresh Native Meat and the best of
Packing House Products, carefully kept in sanitary
refrigeration, and cut only by an expert.

And in conclusion, come to our store and let us
Prove to you that this is Straight Goods, and that we
do all we claim to do. Unless you trade with us, we
both lose.

WE BUY

jes'
II

Jjuce an(j pay
HIGHEST MARKET PRICE

GOODMAN MERCANTILE CO.
ROY, NEW MEXICO

-
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ntodrs
Sarsaparilla

The age limit in which a man may
obtain employment In any department
of the Erie railroad Is now 35 years.
Federal Judge Newman denied the
application of Charles W. Morse for
release from the federal prison, at Atlanta, Ga.
Cures all blood humors, all
While bathing in the bayou near eruptions, clears the complexPensacola,, Fla., ten small negroes
were caught by the tide, carried be- ion, creates an appetite, aids
digestion, relieves that tired
yond their depth and drowned.
In a race war between Americans feeling,- - gives vigor and vim.
and Italians at Elklns, W. Va., four
Get it today in usual liquid form or
Then come the gathering of a posse. Italians were fatally wounded and sev- chocolated tablets called 8araataba.
the cranking up of cars and a desper- eral other men seriously injured.
Lillian Graham and Ethel Conrad, NO CHANCE TO COMMIT SUICIDE,
ate attempt to follow and capture the
robbers. In no Instance
has there the two young women who have been
been a capture, and despite offers of in jail in New York, on a charge of
"
rich rewards for the robbers, dead or shooting W. E. D. Stokes with intent
tc
kill him, have been given their libalive, the robberies continue.
The automobile is blamed for much erty on ball.
of the crime.
In an attempt to kill his son and
LINCOLN, NEB. Since last Tall no
"Before the coming of the motor daughter, Granville Johns, fifty years
a hundred country banks
W. Va., shot and
In Nebraska, Oklahoma and Nebraska car we could overhaul this class of old of Richwood, twenty-five
kiled R. T. Ulet,
years old,
have been robbed. In each instance criminals," said a police officer who
a
comboarder
at
his
home,
"They
and
then
was
discussing
crime.
the
t
from $1,000 to $7,000 was taken, and
mitted
when
suicide
pressed
by
was
hard
little
went
on
and
there
horseback
practically the samo procedure was foldifficulty in covering the country by a mob.
lowed In each case.
Tames Conroy, who was struck by
In the three states named are ap- telephone and heading them off.
"Now the country is alive with par- lightning while working 1,500 feet un
proximately 2,600 banks, 2,000 of them
runs and no der ground in the Courtdale tunnel
In little towns and villages with prac- ties making cross-stat- e
tically no police protection. This is more attention Is paid to a strange car of the Kingston Coal Coampany, near
the usual program in the cases re- than to a freight train. With a high Wllkesbarre, Pa., is In such a precaripowered car It is easy on the prairie ous condition that his recovery is not
ported:
Soon after midnight the residents roads to cover 100 miles in three expected.
are aroused by two or three explo hours. Then with a change of outer
Shadowed for weeks by detectives
sions. Those daring enough to ven- clothing to give the appearance of instructed to get anything possible
ture on the streets see an automobile tourists the robbers can motor leis- aginst him was the alleged experistanding in front of the bank and two urely through the most populous cities ence of which Clarence S. Funk, of
"0 ifflcer, there Is a man in that flat
hotels Chicago, star witness in the present
men with guns giving orders to stand and put up at the first-clas-s
who is trying to cut his throat."
suspicion.
arousing
back.. Inside are their companions, without
Lorlmer Investigation, complained to
"Don't worry about It; there Isn't
filling sacks with money from the safe.
"It is practically impossible for the the Senate committee.
room for him to do it."
Having gathered all the cash possible pursuers to follow them because the
The government's petition to enjoin
the burglars enter the machine, fire route taken is unknown and the rapid the Union Pacific railroad from conHeathen Nations Invent Nothing.
a few Intimidating shots and go rac progress of the robbers puts them out tinuing to control the Southern PaBishop Thoburn, who has been a
ing out of town.
of reach."
cific Railroad Company has been dis- missionary in India for fifty years,
missed by the United States Circuit and knows India better than any other
Court of the Eighth district in St. living American, says: "If you visit
'
the patent office at Washington, you
Louis.
At Plymouth, Pa., three hundred will see six hundred improvements on
egg
SI graves were torn apart and carried the plow. India has not invented one
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. The large
IT CHESS THERE'S MO
of the' state
down several "feet at two cemeteries Improvement on the toothpick in two
) DANGER OF MY
now buy eggs "loss off," and will comby the mine workings beneath them thousand years. . The nations without
God have no inventive faculty. They
pel the farmer to sell good eggs or
settling. It is feared that the cave-ibmc PINCHED
are
almost universally the savage, unnone at all This decision was reachwill Include a large number of otlnr
enlightened nations of the earth."
ed at a meeting here some time ago
graves.
of the Indiana Association of Car Lot
milTwo hundred and twenty-fiv- e
HEART RIGHT.
Shippers, which meeting was attended
lion dollars increase in the value of
When He Quit Coffee.
by nearly 40 of the 100 or more mem- received a flat price for them. The
personal property inCook county, 111.,
bers.
Resolutions were adopted as- result was that the consumer had to
In the last year, was announced by the
Life Insurance ' Companies will not
serting that the dealers would buy eggs take his chances on getting good eggs
board of assessors. The increase in insure a man suffering from' heart
only on the plan of "loss off."
when he bought eggs at a grocery.
assessed valuation is $75,000,000 one trouble.
"It Is a crime for any person to of- third of the actual value.
This decision was in line with the
The reason Is obvious.
egg
for sale," said Mr.
amendment which the last legislature fer a bad
Nine --indictments charging restraint
This Is a serious matter to the husadded to the pure food law, making it Barnard, "and the fact that a person
of
of
violation
in
or father who Is solicitous for
trade
band
Sherman
the
egg
Is
possession
a
his
In
had
bad
a violation of the law to offer a bad
anti-truthe future of his dear ones. Often
law were returned by a
egg for sale. This law applies to the proof he Intends to sell It
grand Jury in New York against the heart trouble is caused by an un"When a consumer goes to a grocery
farmer, the grocer, the huckster, the
dealer, the shipper, or to anybody else and buys a dozen eggs be must get as many associations and a long list expected thing and can be corrected if
taken In time and properly treated. A
heretofore, of individuals comprising the
who sells eggs. H. E. Barnard, state good eggs. Frequently,
food and drug commissioner, attended tyhon a man bought a dozen eggs he "wire trust" affiliated with the steel man in Colorado writes:
"I was a great coffee drinker for
the meeting and made an address, In got two or three bad ones. This prac-tiy- industry.
many
years, and was not aware of the
must
stopped.
consumer
be
Supreme
The
The
which he told the members his departCourt of the United
ment would do everything in its pow- mfcst' get what he pays for. Not only States has issued an order to the at injurious effects of the habit till I
er to enforce the new law. Up to this wijl we insist on the shipper living up torney general directing him to In- became a practical invalid, suffering
time It has been the common prac- to he law, but we propose also that struct the lower courts to carry out from heart trouble, indigestion and
tice for the farmer to sell all his eggs everV grocery shall guarantee the eggs the Supreme Court's decision provid- nervousness to an extent that made
In a lot, regardless of whether the eggs it tels. Then the consumer will be ing for the dissolution of the Ameri- me wretchedly miserable mself and
can Tobacco Company. The thirty a nuisance to those who witnessed my
were good, bad or otherwise, and he prowoted."
days allowed the company to ask for sufferings.
"I continued to drink coffee, bow-eve-r,
a rehearing has expired.
not suspecting that it was the
The Missouri Pacific railway and
cause
of my
till on applying
operatGap
Despatch,
the Cumberland
for
life
Insurance I was rejected on acbe so big that the board decided to ing via the Old Dominion steamship
oot'r is a wHffti )
stop it before the business ran away. and Norfolk & Western lines, have en- count of the trouble with my heart.
The department stores usually shave tered Into a traffic alliance for the Then I became alarmed. I found that
leaving off coffee helped me quickly, so
the price a little, and maybe this en- operation of daily through merchanruling.
couraged the
The pharmacy dise cars from Norfolk, Va., to Denver, I Quit it altogether and having been
law prohibits anyone but a registered Pueblo and Salt Lake, handling busi- attracted by the advertisements of
pharmacist selling drugs except in ru ness originating at New York, Phila- Postum I began Its use.
"The change in my condition was reral districts, where any merchant may delphia and other seaboard territory.
i
markable. All my ailments vanished.
sell patent medicine if he is five miles
Henry W. Taft, brother of the My digestion was completely restored,
KAN. Hereafter when a from a drug store. and obtains a prop- President, was carried
by Thomas my nervousness
TOPEKA, wants to
disappeared, and,
buy a bottle of er license.
Sopwlth, the English aviator, in an most important of all, my heart stead-le- d
department
But
and dry goods stores aeroplane flight at Mineóla,
vaseline or a cake of medicated soap
N. Y.
down and became normal, and on a
be will have to go to a drug store. It have been building up a big business Mr. Talt had a fine flight, the biplane
second
examination I was accepted by
selling
hydrogen
peroxide,
vaseline, traveling
one wants two sheets of fly paper or
about ten miles all told, and the Life Insurance Co. Quitting coffee
a package of fly poison, he cannot run carbolic acid preparations, fly paper, reaching a considerable altitude.
and using Postum worked the change."
round to the corner grocery and face powders, tooth paste, witch hazel
One of the human flies whose agility Name given by Postum Co., Battle
get It charged on the grocery bill. He and dozens of other household articles.
The But these are drugs. They are sold and lack of nerves makes skyscrapers Creek., Mich.
must hike to the drug store.
"There's a reason," and it li exstate board of pharmacy has ruled as drugs and to be used as medicines, possible, lost his balance and toppled
against the department stores and gro- hence they come under the prohibi- from the twentieth story of the Helsen plained in the little book, "The Road
tion of the law and the state board building, in Chicago. A combination to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
ceries selling drugs.
read the above letter? A mew
No one has been poisoned or hurt soys that the sale of these things, of fortunate circumstances prevented osEver
appears from time to time. They
in buying department or grocery store and the patent medicines by others his injury and he is again on the beam are genalae, true, aad fall ef ibbu
Interest.
from which he fell.
drugs, but the business was getting to than druggists, must cease.
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Yeggmen Terror of Small Town Banks

Hoosier Eggs Must Now be Guaranteed
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Only the Drug Stores May Sell Drugs
1
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LOCAL AND
PERSONAL

I

The farmers are all too busy to
The Goodman Mercantile Co.
visit town very long at a time. have added four more new mod
The wheat harvest has begun and ern chemical fire extinguishers
Physician and Surgeon
the spring creps are needing cul to the equipment at their store,
tivating. With the heavy rain of and have better tiré protection
Calls Answered at All Hours.
Thursday evening, the prospects now than many city stores.
ROY, NEV MEXICO
or good crops are almost certain.
Special prices on ladies'
R. Reader arrived from Okla trimmed hats and ready-mad- e
W. FRANK WALKOWIAK
homa, Thursday, to stay with his waists at Appel & Co.
Land Attorney.
claim east of town. He has been
Practices in All Local Court.
Mr. Julius Appel will take Max Justice of the Peace, U. S. ' and Court
farming in Oklahoma, and says
; commissioners,, Registers and
íe is dried out entirely and can't H. Karlsruher's place in the store
,
Receivers.
stand another Oklahoma crop of J. Appel & Co.
'

T. F. SELF

Mrs. F.A.Roy, the promoter of
the Rebekah lodge here has been
notified that Mary L. Wertz, of
Las Vegas, President and Mrs.
Sherwood, of Tucumcari Secretary of the New Mexico Rebekah
Assembly will arrive in Roy
Monday, July 10th., for the purpose of instituting the lodge and
installing officers. All members
of the order and candidates are
urged to be present. A meeting failure.
will be held at the I. O. O. F.
Hall in the afternoon to institute
Large assortment of men's
and at night to install and initiate.
shirts at Appel & Co.
The fourteen months old child
of Mr. and Mrs. Dionicio Santa
Max H. Karlsruher and family
Ana died Tuesday, July 4th, in will leave Roy shortly to make
its mother's arms as th family their home in Springer.
were returning from the celebration grounds. It had been very
Come in and see the elegant
delicate from birth and has been
under the doctor's care for some new Soda Fountain at the Fair- time. Funeral was held Thurs view Pharmacy.
day.. Interment in the Catholic
E. J. H. Roy, F. P. Ogdcn and
cemetery.
5,000 pairs of ladies', child W. Fred Ogden returned home
ren's, misses', boys ana men's Sunday from a business and
shoes will be offered at bargain pleasure trip to Springer. '
prices at the Goodman Mercantile
Co. store next week. All new
Geo. King, (Buster) King and
stock, and
Frank Schoensted came down in
Seth E. Paxton, son of E. W. the King automobile to spend the
Paxton, "who is employed in the Fourth.
dispatcher s office at Dalhart,
Texas, came in on Wednesday
Embroideries and laces at tíve
and will spend his vacation with
per cent above cost at Appel & Co,
his folks at the Wabasli Ranch

.
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NEW MEXICO

W.Frank Walkowiak made a
business trip to Mosquero in his
auto Thursday.

4

W. R. HOLLY

Men's Hats.

Attornev-at-Lik- w

Practices in Territorial

John B. Stetsons. Lion Spe

Federal Courts.

.

cials, Big Bear and others. Upshapes and colors- - Moderate prices.
Goodman Mercantile Co.

Springer,

-

::

N.1

::

and
;: ::

Mex.
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to-da- te

FOR PUBLICATION.'

NOTICE

.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M ,
July 6, 1911.,
Notice U hereby giyen that Maria
Rita G. de Blea, heir, for the heiri of
Malaquiai Blea, deceased, Mills. N.
M who, on May 2, 1911, made homestead entry. No. 307, for N SW i,
Section 13, and N SE i, Section 14,
Township 21 North, Range 24 East,
N. M, P. Meridian, has filed notice of
per cent off on E. J. H. Roy and Wm. A, intention to make Final five year
1 wenty-hv- e
proof, to establish claim to the land
shoes, until July 15th, at Apnel
Brumage made a business trip above described, before Eujjene J. H.
&Co.
to Springer, Las Vegas and Mora Roy, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy,
H. M. West, of six miles south
N. M., on tha 15th day of August,
this week.

of town, returned home Thurs
day from a two week's camping
trip to Springer, Cimarron and
Ponil..
G. H. Morris of Solano, was in
town a few days this week on
business. He left Thursday for
La Junta, Colo., where he has
employment.
I. C. Floersheim of Springer,
spent several days in Roy this
week, visiting with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Floersheim.

:

ROY,

W. FRED OGDEN
Notary Public

-

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
HOY,
NEW MEXICO

Tucumcari
Hospital.

Dr's. Thomson

&

Noble,

Surgeons in Charge,

Tucumcari, New Mexico

1911.

All kinds of men's and boys'

hats at Appel & Co.

Notice of Withdrawal From

Claimant names as witnesses:
Fermin Madrid, Ignacio Maestas,
Abel Madrid,
Mills, N. M.

J.

D.

Medina,

all of

TH1l

BARBER SHOP
J. M ALDRIDCE, Prop.

Manuel R Oteco,
24-2-

Register

9

ROY

Shaving

and Hair Cutting

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice is hereby given, that the
Agency for
undersigned, Max H. Karlsruher, Department of the Interior,
Steam Laundry
has this day disposed of all his U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Shop in the Floersheim Merc. Co! Bldg.
July 6, 1911.
interest in the firm of J. Appel
Notice is hereby given that Maria ROY,
NEW MEXICO
& Company, at Roy, New Mex
Rita G. de Blea, heir, for the heirs
E. B. Crampton, attdrney-a- t
ico, and at Solano, New Mexico, of Severo Blea. deceased, Mills, N.
law, of Raton, was in town a few
-

.

hours Thursday, shaking hands to Julius Appel, and has

with-

drawn from said firm, and has no
.
with old friends.
Benj. F. Brown of Mosquero, further interest therein, or in the
was reported seriously ill this business thereof.
week, but is now much improved.
Dated, this 29th' day of June,
1911.
,
Mr. D. Gottlieb of Trinidad, v
Max H. Karlsruher.
Colorado, is a guest at the H
Goodman home this week. '
New line of gents' clothing at
The L O. O. F. lodge has ar
ranged with L. E. Alldredge, our Appel & Co.
local piano dealer, for a piano for
Business Change.
the hall, and it will be installed
next week. Hereafter dances and
other entertainments will be able : The City, Meat Market, for
to have good music without the
merly owned by H. Goodman and
extra expense, inconvenience and
Joe
Adler, has been merged into
annoyances of the past.
the same management with the
Wm. C. Roy has been obliged
- to give up active mamagement o: Goodman Mercantile Co. Al
the Model Grocery and Meat bills and accounts owing them
Market on account of ill health will be collected by the new man
and his brother F. A. Roy is now agement, who solicita continu
m charge of the popular market. ation of your patronage, and are
Mr. Roy is staying at hie ranch
north of town and taking treat' better prepared than ever to sup;
ment and it is to be hoped he wil ply your needs in the line o
soon be able to return to business, meats, ice and fresh fruits.
Respectfully.
Variety is the spice of life a
Goodman Mercantile Co.,
variety of cold drinks at the
Fairview Pharmaty.
H. Goodman, Mgr.
.

M., who, on May 2, 190(5, made home
tead entry, No. 9308, for SE i, Sec
tion 13, Township 21 North, Range
24 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Eugene J. H. Roy, U. S. Commis
sioner, at Roy, N. M., on the 15th day
. .

Restaurant & Bakery
Mrt. Ida Church, Prop.

FRESH PRE AD,
CAKES and PIES
Always on Hand

.

OI AUgUSt, 1W11.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Fermin Madrid, Ignacio Maestas,
Abel Madrid, J. D. Medina, all of
Mills. N.
24-2-

Meals and Short Orders
ROY,

-

NEW MEXICO

K
Manuel R. Otero,
Register,

9

-

60 YEARS'
.klM!.V EXPERIENCE

V

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Bushkevitz Building

''run

Traoc Mark
DcaioN
Copyrwmts Ac

Anyone tending a akatab and iliiaei IijIIom may
Quickly aioertain our opinion free whether an
Invention la probably patentable. Communlc.
Moim etrlctly oonBdenttal. hanuduuh o
lent free. O fleet menor for leourini neuin
Patenta taken throuiih Munn Av iCo. receive
tptcUUnotia, wit hoot chama. In toil

ROY, NEW MEXICO

Scientific Jltnerican.

Phone 552

handeoreely lllmtreted weekly. I,areet circulation of any clentldo journal. Termi, IS a
: four montni, AL Sola by ail
newedealen.
.".UKDI & Co.8818"-"- New York
Branca Offloe, 36 T Bt, Washington. D.C.
A

V
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